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uji

matcha magic
In Kyoto prefecture’s second largest city,
you can experience the meticulously elegant
world of Japan’s most treasured tea – and try
making some yourself
WORDS: CARLA AVOLIO
PHOTOS: COURTESY OF MARUKYU KOYAMAEN
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A

n easy hour’s journey
from Osaka, stepping
off the train in
downtown Uji, I see the first sign
that this city is serious about tea.
The local post box, normally a
standard red column, is instead
a giant tea storage jar. The
locals proudly tell me it’s the
only one of its kind in the whole
country, which is fitting for a
place known as the tea capital
of Japan.
Set on the southern outskirts
of Kyoto, Uji is one of the best
places to explore the history
of Japanese tea. Legend has it
that when the monk Eisei first
brought tea seeds from China
more than 800 years ago, Uji was

chosen as one of the first sites for
cultivating the new plant.
Today, a walk through town
reveals small fields of neat tea
bushes wedged between houses,
parking lots, and pretty much any
space without a building. While
some of these plants will be turned
into Japanese green leaf tea, known
as sencha, most are destined to
become Japan’s unique and highly
prized tea — matcha.
Matcha is a powdered tea that
is whipped with hot water to make
a rich, foamy brew. Like all teas,
it comes from leaves of the plant
Camellia sinensis. Being a green tea,
its leaves are steamed immediately
after picking, preventing the
oxidation that would turn it into

making
matcha tea
at home
Place 1 teaspoon (1.5 g) of
sifted matcha into a small
bowl. Add 70 ml of recently
boiled water (75 degrees
Celsius). Using a bamboo
tea whisk (chasen), whip
vigorously to make a
creamy foam.
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Most tea leaves
become Japan’s
highly prized
matcha

take me there
MAKISHIMA PLANT TOUR

Where: Nakagawara 172-4, Makishimacho, Uji-shi, Kyoto, tel: +81 774 20 0909,
marukyu-koyamaen.co.jp/english
Cost: Free with any purchase from the
gift shop
Reservations: Required 4 days in
advance. Min 2 – max 40 people.

black tea. But what makes matcha
unique is that its leaves undergo
an unparalleled level of care and
refining that would make even the
most pampered of geishas blush.
It’s to discover this complex
art of matcha processing that has
brought me to the doors of Marukyu
Koyamaen — a family-owned
company that’s been producing
Japan’s finest-quality matcha for
11 generations.
Building on a 1,000-year-old
culture of matcha making, Marukyu
Koyamaen blends the latest in
modern techniques with centuries-

old tradition, yet the entrance to
its sleek cream-coloured factory
suggests nothing of the history
within its walls.
Inside, I find my English-speaking
guide Cristina waiting for me.
Taking off our shoes, we slide into
tan slippers and pad through the
immaculately clean factory as she
explains the crucial difference
between matcha and sencha.
In mid-April, when the first leaves
emerge, matcha plants are shaded
by reed mats to filter out 90 per cent
of light. This produces large leaves
with high levels of chlorophyll. To
demonstrate, Cristina holds out two
dishes piled high with dried leaves.
Side by side, it’s easy to tell the
dark-green matcha leaves from the
silvery sencha leaves.
“Don’t just look, have a taste,”
she urges. Biting into a leaf,
I’m surprised at the flavour. It’s
pleasantly savoury, rather like
seaweed, and not bitter at all.
“Aha,” says
Cristina with
a twinkle in
her eye. “You
have just tasted
umami.”

The fifth fundamental taste of the
human palate, umami is what gives
foods like chicken soup and soy
sauce a full-bodied quality. While
most people think of green tea as
being astringent, it can possess
umami savouriness if the leaves are
grown in darkness so the critical
substance, known as theanine, isn’t
destroyed by sunlight.
Matcha’s umami quality is why
it has become so popular as an
ingredient in food, particularly
desserts; the full-bodied flavour
providing a satisfying balance to
sweetness. “Over the last 10 years,
there has been so much demand for
matcha in ice creams, cakes, and
even chocolate, that we had to build
this new factory just to keep up,”
says Toshimi Koyama, one of the
company’s family owners, who joins
us on the tour.
A handsome man of indiscernable
age, Koyama leads me through a
labyrinth of complex machinery

The leaves are ground into a
VIVID GREEN DUST finer
than baby powder
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storing
matcha

Green teas are damaged by
heat, humidity, light and
strong smells. Damaged
matcha will look yellow
and lose flavour. Store
opened matcha in an
airtight container in the
fridge, or freezer for
longer periods.

where the dried leaves have
unwanted veins and stems removed.
“I drink four bowls of matcha a day,”
he says, taking the lead at a cracking
pace. With each bowl containing
more caffeine than an espresso,
it’s little wonder he has a spring in
his step.
In this family affair, Koyama’s
brother, the “grandmaster”, has the
most important job of all: blending
leaves to ensure each line of matcha
looks and tastes consistent every
year. Studiously avoiding alcohol
and strong foods, his senses are so
sharp he is the only person ever to
have achieved a perfect score at the
national tea-tasting competition.
In the tasting room, flooded with
natural light and painted black
to highlight the green of the tea,
Koyama explains how over three
months his brother samples 1,000
different leaves. The blended leaves
are then ground by granite mills
into a vivid green dust that’s finer
than baby
powder.
Matcha takes
centre stage
in the ancient
practice of the

Each bowl of matcha
contains more CAFFEINE
than an ESPRESSO

tea ceremony known as chado. I get
a window into this mysterious art at
Marukyu Koyamaen’s wooden tea
hut, where I’m encouraged to crawl
in through the tiny square entrance
(designed by the famous tea master
Sen
Rikyu to eliminate class) and to
feel the natural forms of the bamboo
utensils and roughly hewn clay
tea bowl.
The ceremony’s beauty inspires
me to make tea for myself, but when
the tour ends with a matcha-making
class, I’m suddenly nervous. Can I
do justice to something that’s at the
pinnacle of traditional Japanese
culture? To ease my nerves, I recall
a quote from Rikyu himself: “Tea is
nothing more than boiling water,
making tea and drinking it.”
Repeating that mantra, I place two
scoops of emerald powder into my
bowl, pour in hot water and whisk to
make a creamy, jade foam. Bringing
the bowl to my lips, I savour 1,000
years of tradition, 12 months of
work, and one big hit of umami.

JETSTAR HAS GREAT LOW
FARES TO OSAKA. VISIT
JETSTAR.COM TO BOOK
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